DIVISIONAL MEETING
HELSINKI, FINLAND
*****
31 August – 3 September 2008

Our host is The Finish National Committee of the CIE from which all information can be obtained from the Divisional web site: www.cie.co.at
We will be meeting/staying in the centre of the City at the Scandic Simonkenttä Hotel.

We have 7 TC’s meeting plus one pre-meeting (see following pages) and it would be helpful if you would contact the TC Chair to confirm which meetings you will be able to attend and whether you would like copies of the latest drafts to comment on.

Joint activities are as follows:
Sunday 31 August  All day - TC 4.11 (Social get-together)
Monday 1 September  part morning - D 4 & 5 pre meeting
Evening - Helsinki by Night
Wednesday 3 September  Morning - Divisional Meeting
• TC Meeting Schedule – Monday  Tuesday 1- 2 September 2008

TC 5.18  Practical design guidelines for the lighting of exterior work areas  
Chairman Kelvin Austin (UK)  
MONDAY AM

TC 5.20  Sports Lighting Guide  
Chairman Tom Lemons (US)  
MONDAY PM

TC 5.21  Urban Masterplanning  
Chairwomen Mujgan Serefhanoglu (TU)  
TUESDAY AM

TC 5-22  Beam Patterns for Exterior Floodlighting Luminaires  
Chairman Scott Davies/Tom Lemons (US)  
MONDAY AM

TC 5.23  Guidelines for the use of different Illuminance parameters in Outdoor Applications  
Chairman Patrick Rombauts (BE)  
TUESDAY PM

TC 5.24  Architectural and Decorative Lighting  
Chairwomen Mujgan Serefhanoglu (TU)  
TUESDAY AM

TC 5-27  Lighting Effects on the Natural Environment  
Chairman Scott Davies (US)  
TUESDAY PM

************************************************************************

• From the Director

I trust you have all settled down to normal after our amazing 26th Session in China and are ready to work hard both to finish our existing TC’s and put fresh efforts into our new TC’s that we agreed in Beijing.

We have several new Members to welcome, one of which will need no introduction as Past President/Director Wout van Bommel returns as the representative of The Netherlands replacing C.D. Spiering who we thank for all his work and past support.

We also welcome Murray Cronje of South Africa as their new representative and again thank Dennis Culley for his long and valuable service both as a representative and past Editor. And finally we welcome Henrik Gidlund of Sweden as their new representative and again thank Jan-Erik Jerieke for all his work and past support.
As you will have seen from the TC Schedule above, we are running short of working Chairs and members and I would welcome some help from those of you with expertise in the respective fields to take these forward.

In addition, as you will also be aware, CIE Rules state that all Publications have to be reviewed every 5 years and that one of our most successful ones, Pub.150:2003 The Guide on the Limitations of Obtrusive Light from Outdoor lighting Installations is now at that stage. This Guide is now quoted and referred to world wide and as Chair of the old TC 5.12 that helps produce it I believe that most of it is still relevant and up to date. However, there are some small sections that may need updating and to give consideration to them I intend to hold a pre-meeting, probably in partnership, with TC. 4.21, which can then be discussed further at the Divisional meeting.

- **News on TCs.**

  TC 5.18 [Practical design guidelines for the lighting of exterior work areas](#)
  Chairman Kelvin Austin (UK) will be holding a meeting of this re-convened committee that now contains security lighting.

  TC 5.20 [Sports Lighting](#)
  Chairman Tom Lemons (US) Twelfth draft to be worked on at Helsinki meeting.

  TC 5.21 [Urban Masterplanning](#)
  Chairwomen Mujgan Serefhanoglu (TU) is working on what is intended to be the final Draft (8.1) for a short discussion and agreement on in Helsinki.

  TC 5.22 [Beam Patterns for Exterior Floodlighting Luminaires](#)
  Chairman Scott Davies (US) will hold the third meeting of this committee in Helsinki at which we can further modify the ideas from the IESNA’s TM 15.07 document.  
  *(Director’s Note: maybe this TC needs to find a new Chair?)*

  TC 5.23 [Guidelines for the use of different Illuminance parameters in Outdoor Applications](#)
  Chairman Patrick Rombauts (BE) will hold the third meeting of this committee in Helsinki.

  TC 5.24 [Guide for Architectural and Decorative Lighting](#)
Chairwomen Mujgan Serefhanoglu (TU) will hold its first meeting in Helsinki working on a 1st draft taken from the work of TC 5.21 TC 5-25 Guide for the Photometric Specification and Measurement of Sports Lighting Installations.

Awaiting Chair and membership

TC 5-26 Guide for the Lighting of Sports Events for Colour TV and Film Systems

Awaiting Chair and membership

TC 5-27 Artificial Lighting and its impact on the Natural Environment

Chairman Scott Davies (US) will hold the first meeting of this committee in Helsinki.

• Date of future Meetings

- May 2009 Budapest, Hungary
- July 2011 Sun City, South Africa